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L Ibtrodactloo 
In this report, we study on iron-free, superconducting, elliptical coil quadripole which bus 

been proposed by Cieneral Atomics For ute In tbo SLC anal focus system. Bcth(l) has shown that iuch 
colli miehl provide a pure quadrupole Odd ignoring 3-D effects. Similarly, recent itudle: if rare i.-artb 
pcraaacnt autstictt hive shown that, at least in principle, these magnets MO also be made arbitrarily 
pure. Since similar claims can be made for conventional Iron-core electromagnet! either by demanding 
pore hyperbolic pole contours or using lri«M-)i It 1* Interesting to conilder }nct how wide tbe gulf 
between principle mid practice really b lor each type of magnet and what It take* to bridge II (and 
where one b nuut likely to Tall on"). Here we consider only tbe superconducting option became its theater 
urengtb, variability and linearity make It potentially useful lor tbe SLC sod the low-beta insertion* of 
Ugh energy storage rings such u PEP. 
IL Description 

In principle, It is possible to design the 2*1) coil* of an iron-free magnet to provide only a single, 
pure nulllpole It*Id whose strength varies linenrly with current, par Instance, Drethna|3) has shown how 
two Inlcrsetttii; cirrufcir or elliptical colls carrying a uniform current density can produce pure dipole 
fieUb, He also shows bow to get a pure iijiadrupotc by supwiojpaslog two elliptical cotls. Hy a similar 
analysis one can show that it is not even necessary that the two coils have tdentlral shapes but only the 
same aspect ratio (i = afb = a.'fV > 1} to get a pure quadnjpole. It isn't possible to gel pure dipolcs 
In tbis way but one can make other systems such » conataM gradient magnets. Figure I shows two 
conOgnralions with elliptical coil contours {t««' *r 2) which produce pure dipole and pure quodrupole 
fields. For such pure Bekb, one finds: 

Dlpolc Configuration: 

(1) 

Quad. Conflgnralfcm: 

'W«t SanpMtnl ay Driuitmaaiar Eaetey, CeatMd Namlw DfrACoj-jesfOMls. 
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whpn; i | is the arbitrary separation between the centers of each ellipse and the center of the magucl 
and \J U the average current density in the s-directtan. The strength limitation of such magnets will lie 
determined by the nrbfevabjc critical current densities and packing fractions as one lets c— oo. For the 
most commonly used NbTi alloy (4) at 4.2* K and Bm„ = 1.5(3,aK(5.0))T, one has Jc - 4.2[3.0K(l.'J|) 
kA/mm a. Given a beam stay-etear area, the required fields and a conservative Tilue For the average 
current density sucb as < / > = 2 x 10 sA/m* one can compute the required coil dimensions. Tbos, for 
a gradlcut or lOOT/m at a 'radius* o => l.S cm one Duds a = 3.5 cm. All prototype calculations done 
here arc based on these numbers, 
TJL Quantitative Dbcutiion 

In practice, the theoretical); perfect 2-D coil shape Is seldom achievable and even if it were, it 
might prove academic because or higher order, npiicol "noo-lincaritles" indigenous to the multipnle or 
Us 3-D rciilization(S). Exact optical calculations an.' Die final arbiter of such qtiRKiiaas. Hero we arc only 
Interested in specific questions concerning the (letils and whether they lire actually achievable or not. 
Thus, shire people now believe they can wind such roils, same questions to he askrd are how do they lic
it, how nrcuratcly must they do it, ind what are tliu various sensitivities. Hrerhnn, witlinuf elucidating, 
coiiiincnirel that "in practice 11 is Impossible to wind dipulc {or quadruple) colls which haw the shares 
ideally obtained by superposition of circles or ellipses." He then went on to approximate carta elliptical 
coil crass section by 12 rectangular current strips whose field harmonics were corrected by an additional 
set of independent windings which were used to correct the lirst symmetry allowed harmoi.ic and otlvr 
paulhte errors. 

The theoretical coil shape it based on the assumption of a uniformly distributed current density 
which Is never strictly possible in practice because the coil is composed of a matrix or it ires and the 
current within each wire is composed of elementary filaments. Replacing a uniform current distribution 
by a uniform matrix of current filaments and voids will generally produce Beld errors quite apart from 
those due to unavoidable errors such as the actual placement of the wires, variations in wire size or 
variations along a — the 3-rd dimension. This is clear when one goes to the limit I.E. uses only one 
wire Qi in est paint IO simulate the problem. For this discussion we will always use the much studied 
atirl comparatively ductile type II superconductor NbTi as described in rrf. A. In prnitice, each itim 
hiLS many filaments of NbTi (typically MOD /im) set in a Cu matrix which provides a low resistivity 
alternate circuit. IT the ratio of Cu to EUpercouductnr is high, the heating of the Cu is small and <*an 
be orrouiodnlrd by tbc He cooling system. Then, when the siipcrcouductor goes locally normal, il 
ran recover without propagating and driving the whole system normal or passihly damaging it. The 
masuniuin ratio of NbTi to Co which has been used in magnet wire is a w 1. This allows quenches 
and also the possibility of damage. For fully stabilized operation, i.e. no quenches, the ratio needs to 
be much smaller e.g. wnre fike 1/30 but this depends on the application e.g. the current required in a 
given wire. 

The theorrtically best packing fraction Tor circular wires in a bulk coil is ir/4 — ignorttiK 
boundary effects. The actual packfnrj Traction is NAwfAt where /V Is the number of turns and .4 is t tie 
tietuil arr-a or the wire or coil. In our cose, the area of each of tbc four 'elliptical' coils 1st 

/ U - y [ i r - - I T « i - , ( V f l ) l - S A l I-J I 

where A, is the perturbation duo to the winding mandrel, synchrotron radiation port or errors. Ideally 
then, onr would like the number of turns to approach: 

N^At/A1P) = Ae/i>i. (3) 

For the Ideal elliptical shape with o = 3.5, A = 1.5 cm and D„ = 20 mils one has A- = •ll cm3 and 
A r £ 15U0 ignoring coatings ant* the like. Using ibe value < J>= 20 kA/cm9 then giv ŝ a total of 
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Xi at 80 kA*t, n power supply current o f /# « S3 A and < / « > « 26 kA/cm 1, For A CU:SG ratio or 
Q at 4 : 1 , this gives Jje w 130 lcA/cm3, ft mine well below the critical current density nt 4.2"K u d 
1,57*. A prototype cnll wound with the proposed conductor would determine jtut how good the packing 
fraction couU bo made and thus the gradient limit In this cue. However it lit clear that ores with rather 
consrrvallve assumptions, a radical or 2 T/cm in this type of 3 cm bore quad Is reasonable. This Is far 
beyond the capabilities of good conventional or permanent magnet quads. 

What a n the effectl of a reduced pocking fraction {PF)1 If the actual wire radius Is less ttmu 
it* maximal value n> that Rm m Rm — t, one has 

Sfltm~l-2yfPFf*. (4) 

For PF ** o.oo, S ea 0,15 Rm- If 1<ii the i'-th positional wire error and there is no net call motion 
14. £?< m 0, it Ii clearly possible to have ran positional wire errors o, = 2^3s* =» fl-42 Rm. One can 
translate this luto a fleld effect by asfog toe Rlat-Savart law. 

For a straight conductor wtth current /» , parallel to the magnet's ails, which is displaced a 
distance » from Its Ideal or aymmelric position (determined by the corresponding lorn on the opposite 
tide of the mandrel), the Deld error !* essentially that of a dlpole element. The resulting field at any 
point (r,6) due to such an error at ( r ( l 0 t ) will be 

.«- ! 

where *»,» are the eooponents or the potttlanal error, I. One need not Fourier analyze the current to 
compute the fttld error it x,y due to a tingle dlpole dement at r,, p,. This is 

« l ^ j ^ ( « r a » + j , t * * - ' / " > ) »here S» - (* - *.f + (» - ft? (B) 

Looking only at one component, one then has 

za* ^"^ j ? 

Assuming a normal distribution for the positional deviations with probable errors o,r « ff«i a <r«, gins 
probable Held errors of 

i 4 - £ ^ 2 g £ _ # a V (8) 
Kor • (]unt)rnpo!e coll with any random but consistent mesh or wires possession jwrfect 45" 

mechaolcnl syaiuietry around the aperture (Ftg. t shows ilio generic coll celt), the dnt symmetry allowed 
harmonic Is tin- duodecapole (n = 8 or 2n*pole). Allowing random wire trron between coil segments as 
described above then Implies a fractional error of: 

6BS Lo.JtJ (t + l\ = 2 gjfl» ^L(t±j\ f0| 
ft <J>w<S*>y\t-l) *<&>' v U - » A 
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All or these quantities have ilzes which Bra characteristic of either the coll or wire. At the half-value 
radios, y *= 6/2, one has 

(to) 

where it Is determined strictly by the. physical dimensions of the coll and fans a value k = 4.2 for GA's 
example An upper find lower limit can be established by using upper nnd lower limit* on <Sa>,<r, 
etc. Using b£S&auaA6&a,£ 2^/iS, where 6 corresponds to PF = 0.60, gives 

This result Is consistent with more detailed calculations given Man. Clearly, the smaller the wire radius 
and the higher the packing fraction, the bettor the Held quality should bel 

There are several reasons why one might argue pgainst thli. Arbitrarily increasing the number 
of turns Increases both the inductance and the production costs of a magnet. It also raises questions on 
bow sensitive the resulting system will be to beam losses or synchrotron radiation I.e. it is conceivable 
that an otherwise eryostabfc coir could be unstable In an actual operating environment, ignoring end-
effects, thi< eiternat, self-Inductance per unit length of the magnet studied here is; 

L=~jLp,j IP&A -* 2.87 X jVlffH/m]. (12) 

This expression can be calculated analytically, Ignoring end-effects, In lenns of the known physical 
dimensions of a magnet because U/f Is a constant which depends only on the specific geometry. A 
simple example Is given directly below. Such Inductance could prove to be expensive for large strings 
of magnets but should be acceptable for a few. The alternative of a fen turns and very high currents 
in also expensive and hard to deal with. However, because typical ceil magnets don't need to be of very 
high quality, it appears that IR and cell quads should be treated quite differently I.e. somewhat JUv 
conventional magnets presently. 

Temperature variations, Tor whatever reason, can cause flux changes and increased beating 
which mo>- result to quenches. Simple ndianatic calculation* can establish guidelines Tor choice of wire 
and filament size. Far Instance, instability of the "Quxolds" or local, circulating supercurrents which 
oppose the penetration of (he external field can provide a considerable variation in stared energy. Because 
the energy density is site dependent ( « ^fi,J2R2), decreasing the wire or filament size and embedding 
the system into a malerial with high thermal capacity Increases stability. The limiting condition far 
si ability depends on where the operating line Intersects the critical current, Held and temperature surface. 
Leaving \ unspecified In Eq. I gives: 

Rr < iJ'SttT - T I h V r f e m i l 5 C , " W 113) 
* ' S 7 T V ~ ( 2.0r/em 235„r« ( I 3 ' 

where T ( = -1.2" K) li the operating temperature, p (=6.2 x 10* kgfm3) h the density and Cp(=0.R" 
J/kgl is the llwrmal capacity of Kb It nt '1,2° K. TMs is not a problrm Tor most high energy physics 
applications because the limiting gradieut (Gmaz{Jt)) Is usually pushed high enough thai the magnet 
becomes marginal for other reasons NT 

Stray electrons passing through the coil provide local temperature variations via ionization 
which sets » lower limit on Oiameni sire i.e. 

dR/\pCP[Tt - T.)| -. O.lfim (U) 
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for dEfds u 1.44 x lQ~ , 0 / /m. Technical limitations on production method* currency limit filaments 
taDf J£ ljim tor long wire lengths (o.g. > 10 km), However, dumping the beam into A coll or even 
systematic steering or misalignment atari can clearly quench the magnet rather easily nut this will 
depend on bolh tbu coll and wire design as well u the beam profiles and masks etc. Experimental 
study In tbli nrcn would be useful since superconducting mnguets and kickers In Injertlsn lines would 
be mint useful, furthermore, sluce sapetcaadittllBg wires and colli are rather 'good' par Uric detector; 
they should be studied In this context, Systeinntlc effects sueh as synchrotron radiation from n perfectly 
aligned beam :tlio require consideration and provide Input for the coll design In magnet* for use \a 
electron tmu'liiucs (sec references G and T). Uustdes quenching the magnets one also wants to avoid 
sinking such systematic heat sources at lie temperatures. 
IV. Soma Results of Calculations 

Figum 2-Ti show n sequence of mesh ami DeM plots for the QrsL four calculations in Table I. 
Although we would have Weed to Increase the boundary radius somewhat further to insure convergence, 
we believe the results would remain essentially the latne. First, one sees a consistent variation of the 
n > 0 strungLtt will) perturbation of the coil kiiape adjacent to the winding mandrel I.e. m one proceeds 
from the coll configuration of Fig. 2b to that of Pig. 3a. Similarly, the result* W relatively Insensitive 
to the detailed thapc of the coll at the vertex of the ellipse — the point furthest from where the field Is 
calculated. He moving colt along the axes, as shown In Fig. 3b effects changes In the sign of the tending 
order error (JJ <= G) with very tittle effect e n n « 10. These results suggest that one might lystcmnLlcally 
perturb the fit? shape In inch a way as to both simplify construction and not hurt tbo leading order, 
symmetry alkmcd, error harmuutcs I.e. rj •» 0 and 10. Caps along the x-y axes of the magnet will occur 
in the wiuiiing proems but could be used to pass synchrotron radiation or even the primary beam and 
might also be umi to improv* coll cooling. A lets obvious advantage of increasing the mandrel cutout 
U that Ihfj reduces the peak Held In the colt somewhat. For an Meat ellipse, (Us peak field 10,)it; 

B, « Gaft^/a/ta' + e'J i = S - rfci. (15) 

The limit of the coll distarlion procedure Is tn approximate the shape by rectangular cotl segments turn 
as attempted in rcf. 6. The. number of segments or free parameters then determine the number of 
lymmctry oHmcd harmonics that can he made ten U , two rectangular segments would Imply that the 
H «= ({and 10 torob rould be mode aero in a perfectly syntoetrfc magnet. On the other hand, OM giro 
especU inch a system to bo more sensitive lo cull alignment errors. This will be considered In detail In 
a *ubsci|Uf at report which also considers toe effect of shape on the turn efficiency i.e. tOfSij. 

Figures 4 and 5 show the remits of mldplane symmetric calculations. An attempt was made 
to keep the mesh as uniform as possible. The coll shapes and areas are quite uniform e.g. £% = 
1.1 X 10"~a < At > . Adding an iron shield at 6.0 em such as shown tn I'lg, 5 perturbs the harmonics 
only (lightly. H» primary function Is to contain the Held and Improve efficiency so It must not be allowed 
to tatctrate. A tbickncii of 1 em ID this particular case (G •* 1 If cm) keeps the maximum field In the 
iron below 1'i U3 and results in no decrease of the gradient compared to /i v oo. The Improvement 
in the gradient I* *<?/£• D 5.2?*, This numby can bo Increased by decreasing the Iron radius hut this 
increase* the zmottttt of Iron rcqurred. Beyond the rest of the steel and support system, the optimal 
radius of the Heel or ercn whether one wet steel depend) on the magnitude and range of gradients 
required. TbU is tth' Usual tradeoff between strength and Held quality. 

FfrmH.r, wr have looked at the sensitivity to various systematic errors i.e. when TJ?,^0 such 
as misalignment of n single coll (Line T) aud cnrrrliitcd mlinlignnicnt of n pair of opposing colls (Line 
9). An excitai inn current error In a single coll KIICM as might result from a short in one of the coils (Line 
0) relates to tin- postlinnnl error (Line 7). Lastly, a single wire locattonal error ts simulated (Line 10) by 
placing a *B)nil clfpofc current pair at r at l.l'iS cm. Although tbfi would be too largest pojslbto effort 
for a single turn, it is clear that the effect could easily become significant when taken over all turns as 
discussed above. 
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V. Conclusions 
To obtain gradients or more than 2T//eui for radii greater than atio cm or so quickly became* 

Impoitlbh- with any means other than superconducting element*. For any chosen gradient, there will 
be » limiting radius which depends OD the biisic quod design I.e. eoll geometry, the coil material and 
tbo overall packing frullon, X. Much of tbo above dealt with the proportionality constant, X, in Eq. 
I, which was derived for 'perfect' dipoles and ipuuJrtipoles, because *c restricted ourselves to a specific 
design U,:i) and coil material (4). In this case, the relatloiishlp between tb« various parameters is: 

\k / M T ) V t V + '.A . 1 «-" ,. fln«(D , m ( u m 

u i^rA^7^J?^r vi+? — Wfl M "* 
where * ™ 1/17.8. As shows ia P|g. 6, the function fl/Je gewalljr Increases steadily with B and 
reaches ay 1.0 at B » 3.DT, For the hlgb fluid magnets required for high energy physics, one sees that 
full crjostable operation li a long way off. Because flWM needs 10 be large, the calls need 10 be (urge 
((—«) as does (he packing fraction (X-l) . Thus, stable operation (X £ 1/30) Is seldom possible eg. 
for ( fe a nod u 1 cm radius, Rm„ M 0.aT nnd Gmtt — O.S3T/em which Is rather poor by rithM 
conventional or permanent magnet standards. 

Thus, although there are problems iriih this design, there appears to be no rrason why it 
couldn't be 6uiii to meet the present specifications astng standard Nb'i'i wire. To make best asc of 
the design, the packing fraction needs to be maximized I.e. It may he necessary to use a computer 
contioiled wire winding system to monitor and correct wire position to opticrfee resolution. In this same 
area It does teem sensible to build some prototype calls with the proposed materials (filament diameter 
0 / « 5 - lOftm and large a). This would provide some necessary education and some valuable Input 
on the number or turns possible for • given wire type as well us its critical current properties, mechanical 
rigidity etc. In the meantime, since there are alternative designs which arc simpler and less expensive 
(6,7), we w|)I attempt a similar error analysis on them for comparison since it Is clearly possible to 
design n simpler qundrnpole coll with synchrotron radiation ports and any number of symmetry alfowrtf 
harmonics equal to zero. However, one also expects such systems to be more sensitive to errors so the 
Important questions to be answered are what ore the allowable tolerances on the error b»rmonici of these 
quandrupofes for their Intended use and what are such harmonies sensitive to In the coll design? 

Epilogue 

The word 'perfect' comes from the Latin 'perfectui' meaning done or finished so one can easily 
appreciate the goal. However, to use this word In conjunction with magnets may well seem a contradiction 
since every magnet, regardless of its generic affiliation or tbe intent of the builder, always seems to turn 
out unique — and virtually never in a positive sense. This Is one reason why so many magnet companies 
go broke and why most laboratories try u> build tfcvir own. 

Judged stfktly by 3D field quality, the elliptic coll quod provides a nearly perfect magnet in that 
it nearly conforms to the definition of its type. In fact, according to some optics codes, a perfect quad 
would require only the absence of adipole component. Unfortunately, there are some practical aspects 
which have to be cousidered. For instance, the magnet should provide reproducible results aud elude any 
letthncy to destroy Itieir. Words such as 'training' and 'normalization' may help some accomodate to 
such foibles tnnre easily, for others, tbe potential for self destruction f» too batons to ever be palatable 
in an clement which should be 'transparent' lo the user. Although tbe present application is not wholly 
immutic from such objection*, there Is a considerable safely margin or energy range available. 
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'.Table t Some calculsttotit for sttpcreondocting gsadnipoles with coil -hopes formed from 
section! of ellipiei. All field harmonici are normalised lo tlio quadrupole component and deflosd as 
Qm m A*fAa(%) where A* li the amplitude of the n-th hsroionlc. They arc calculated at 'half-radius' 
It, R •» fc/2 irben a, 6 are the lengthi of the lemlraajor and umimlnor ues. Figure* 2 - 5 thorn wroc 
of the coaOgaraUoDi mid reiulU of calculations eTnue with i gradient qf (7 = 1.0 T/cra. 

Dtaeriptlon D- l 2 3 4 5 6 10 Continents 

1) PucElllpM 100 •0.040 COOK Sec Figaro 3 
2> Mandrel Cntoiit 100 0.018 0.003 1 

•O.OOTJ 
SeeFfgnroS 

3) MandreltSR Cutout- 100 •0.2ft 
0.003 1 

•O.OOTJ 
SeeFfgnroS 

<) Mesh/Coil Variations -0.001 100 0.002 -0.002 •0.000 0,036 •0.002 Sco Figure 4 
5) IroD Staldd (ft =• oa) •0.002 100 •0.001 -0.005 0.002 0X34 -0.002 Shield at r t= 6.0 cm 
«) Iron Shield 0 * ^ « ) .oxoo 100 •0.001 -0.O03 0.002 0.035 •0.002 1cm Thick Shidd 
T) dQ„/dilmm) •'.92» •0.680 -D.149 0.007 0.014 0.001 U 

0.000 J 
,4a = ISO G/roro/cofl 

8) dQnfdy(mm) 0.303 0.026 
0.001 U 
0.000 J 

») «9-/tf/(5S) 0.770 0.000 0.016 0.003 •0.000 •0X00 Single coll error 
10) OQ*/fo(iam) 0.028 0.002 •0.008 •0.012 •0.014 •0.006 Single wire error 

( r = 1.425 cm) 
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